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Drive-By Digital
Chalking in Calgary

rogressive cities strive for an optimum bal-
ance between citizens’ numerous and often
conflicting interests and objectives. Restau-
rant versus office, residents ver-

sus colleges, high density versus low den-
sity – all require differing services from
the city. 

Parking is one of the most contested of servic-
es. Adequate and properly policed parking goes a
long way to making cities liveable and workable.

Most cities with dense urban structure rely on
street parking to augment private or public parking
lots. Forcing vehicle turnover has typically man-
dated use of pay-and-display machines, parking
meters, or time-limit enforcement using chalking
of tires to demark the beginning of the time period. 

Chalking of tires, whether using real chalk or
writing down license plates, is enormously labor
intensive. More than 20,000 people perform park-
ing enforcement for municipalities in North Amer-
ica;  of these, a significant percentage perform
time-zone management using chalk. 

Easy to defeat, difficult to apply in rain and
snow, and dangerous if chalk sticks are used with a
motorized vehicle, physical chalking of vehicles is
an antiquated method for time management.

A drive-by digital chalking system does not
require chalk. It automatically captures before and
after images of vehicles and determines if there is
an infraction. No operator intervention is required,
except to begin scanning and to confirm infrac-
tions.

The autoChalk system by Tannery Creek uses
the vehicle’s size, shape and color to ascertain if it
has “seen” this same vehicle in the same location
for a time period exceeding its policy limit.
AutoChalk can scan and time individual vehicles
at a rate of two per second at 25 mph and from up
to 8 feet away. Moreover, the vehicles can be
parked within only 6 inches of one another. Each is
timed separately.

Because autoChalk does not use license plate
recognition (LPR), it makes no difference if the
plate is obscured, covered, damaged or otherwise
illegible.

The parking enforcement officer (PEO) can examine the vehi-
cle through a touch-screen display, expanding the image by touch-
ing the screen to look at valve stems, marks on the road and other
details that will confirm that the vehicle has not moved. Once con-

P
BY BILL FRANKLIN 

firmed, the PEO presses a “ticket” key to record the instance of the
infraction. At this point, the PEO can either issue a ticket using his
normal handheld device or write a paper ticket, or use the back
office method (described below). 

Calgary, Alberta, is one of Canada’s fastest-growing cities,
with a population of 1 million and expanding fast. As with other
major urban centers, encouraging parkers to honor a maximum
stay requires consistent enforcement. 

Continued on Page 18

The Drive-By Digital
Chalking System Consists of a:

• Color camera to capture the vehicle profile. 

• Color camera to capture the vehicle’s rear license plate. 

• Laser to detect and measure the vehicle.

• Highly accurate GPS.

• Panasonic Toughbook laptop computer and cradle.

Encouraging parkers to honor a maximum
stay requires consistent enforcement. 



However, the Calgary Parking Authority’s PEOs chalk tires
by hand, leading its general manager, Dale Fraser to note: “The
existing process of enforcing time-limited parking zones is ineffi-
cient.” What’s more, he said, the PEOs “are unable to respond to
the volume of citizen complaints.”

A 10 business-day live trial of the autoChalk system followed
a week of in-field testing. The pilot program operated in areas
where business owners and residents had complained about over-

time parking and at high-traffic locations such as light-rail transit
stations, schools, hospitals and entertainment districts.

AutoChalk was used to scan vehicles and record violators,
including profile and license plates. Both the initial photos (time
equals 0) and the final photos (e.g., time equals 2 hours 10 min-
utes) were recorded. AutoChalk processed 600 to 1,300 vehicles
per shift. Initially, fewer vehicles were scanned, but as the PEOs
and CPA management became more familiar with its operation
and productivity, the numbers of scanned vehicles increased.

Citations were not issued on-site; rather, the data were
brought back to the Parking Authority’s central location and trans-
ferred into Tannery Creek’s office software and the CPA database.

The PEOs then examined each offending vehicle, determined
if it had a residential parking permit and issued a ticket as appro-
priate. The ticket was mailed to the vehicle’s registered owner; it
featured compelling color prints of the initial and final photos of
the vehicle, including profile and license. 

More than 350 citations were mailed during the pilot pro-

gram. City attorneys believe the autoChalk citations will withstand
challenges in court, given the photographic evidence and accurate
GPS technology.

In the trial run, the autoChalk drive-by digital system proved
very productive and reliable over the live trial, attaining a 250%
increase in productivity over walking and chalking, with minimal

setup and tear-down time. And it significantly reduced parker
cheating. The Parking Authority’s PEOs found it easy to use and
reported encountering less conflict with drivers.

The Calgary Parking Authority estimates that when fully
automated, autoChalk – combined with the CPA’s comprehensive
ticket management system – will achieve an approximately 500%
increase in productivity over the current system, with a return on
investment significantly less than one year.

Bill Franklin is President of Tannery Creek Systems. He can be reached
at bfranklin@tannerycreeksystems.com.
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Drive-By Digital Chalking in Calgary 
from Page 17

The system captures pictures of the vehicle and uses that profile to determine if the
vehicle is there on the second pass.

Lessons Learned:
• A fully automated chalking system, as the 

Calgary Parking Authority envisions it, requires
the motor vehicle registration to be tightly 
integrated with enforcement where temporary
and permanent vehicles registered to the motor
vehicle department can be identified using the
license plates.

• Routes need to be planned carefully to take full
advantage of the automation of drive-by digital
chalking.

• Data accumulated by autoChalk resulted in 
excellent parking statistics for use in planning.

• Fully automating the parking-time enforcement
system will lead to greatly improved efficiency,
decreased human error and fewer contested 
citations.

A drive-by digital chalking
system does not require chalk. 

It makes no difference if the
plate is obscured, covered,
damaged or otherwise illegible.

Parking Today

reaches over
25,000 Parking
Professionals
Each Month.
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Arizona State Structure Glows
With Special Architectural Features

mass of the 400-by-75-foot concrete building. 
Balance and stripe metal-fabric patterns shade vehicles and

pedestrians by day, while permitting security personnel a view
into all levels of the structure at night. Scroll attachment hard-
ware grips the metal fabric and holds it in tension. Quarter-
wrapped brackets attach to the structural supports to hide the
hardware. 

Eclipse hardware provides tailored edges for expanses of
flexible metal fabric in tension. The metal fabric fits into cus-
tom-cut apertures in tubing that integrates into brackets and
structural supports. Both eclipse and scroll are appropriate for
lengths of metal fabric held in tension up to 100 feet.

J-hook hardware attaches metal fabric to structural supports.
The clearly articulated connection requires a rod that is threaded
through the mesh at top and bottom edges. J-hook is appropriate
for lengths of metal fabric held in tension up to 20 feet.

The vendor provided staff to supervise the installation on-
site. Aesthetic and functional applications include sunshade sys-
tems, parking structure and stairwell envelopes, space dividers,
window treatments, curtain walls and custom applications– each
offering various attachment systems to provide support for archi-
tectural specification and installation. 

For more information, visit Cambridge Architectural online at
www.cambridgearchitectural.com.

new parking structure at Arizona State
University in Tempe exemplifies the aes-
thetics and practicality of Cambridge Archi-
tectural’s diverse product line, which offers

innovative combinations of engineered tension attach-
ment hardware and metal fabric. 

Completed in June 2005, it features balance and stripe met-
al-fabric patterns mounted with specially engineered scroll,
eclipse and J-hook attachment hardware. Invisible from outside
the structure, the hardware was designed to keep an aesthetic
focus on the metal fabric and requires far fewer structurally
embedded supports than its heavier, panelized alternatives. 

Cambridge’s large-scale, flexible, open, metal-fabric pat-
terns let daylight and fresh air pass through parking structures,
reducing the need for costly HVAC and exhaust systems. Its met-
al fabrics are fabricated in lengths up to 200 feet, which allows
for more efficient installation. The metal fabric used in this proj-
ect meets all protection requirements and, when used with crash
barriers, eliminates the added cost of handrails. 

Dick & Fritsche Design Group designed the new parking
structure to stand out from other garages on campus, employing
light-gauge Cambridge screen panels on the south and west sides
of the structure to create the appearance of a grid. The galvanized
framing and tensioned metal-fabric panels break up the boxy

A

PT
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Letters

UCLA Disagrees With PT Editor
Editor, Parking Today: 

We were dismayed to find that some of the information
included about UCLA in the June 2006 issue of Parking Today
(PT) magazine was incorrect, or at the very least, incomplete.
First, in the PT blog on page 33, it states that in the graduate stu-
dent housing project at UCLA a student pays one price and gets
electricity, parking, cable, etc. This is incorrect: parking is not
bundled into the monthly rent. Second, in the article entitled
“Parking Cheating at UCLA,” you may not be aware that the
student point system for parking was vetted just this past year
by an independent consultant via student focus groups and insti-
tutional interviews with various campus departments on behalf
of their students. Although multiple alternative parking alloca-
tion strategies were presented to the campus, the overwhelming
majority of both students and administrators preferred to retain
a need-based point system for student parking. Hence, the cur-
rent system is being retained based on the desires of the campus
community, not as implied because the campus could not “fig-
ure out” another way to allocate student parking. (FYI: Cheat-
ing is not condoned: one in five students parked are audited, and
those unable to substantiate information provided on their park-
ing application have the right to park revoked for up to four
years and are reported to the Dean of Students.) I am enclosing
a copy of the report prepared by the external consultant so that

you can see there is more to the story than you were heretofore
aware of. As to the issue of market-driven pricing, UCLA
already has several pay-on-foot areas with differential hourly
pricing based on time of day, and is in the process of converting
additional permit parking spaces to this use. It might also inter-
est you to know that UCLA has a voluntary cap on both the
number of parking spaces to be built and. the number of vehicle
trips generated by the campus, and a vigorous alternative trans-
portation program which has garnered multiple awards, allow-
ing the campus to remain well under these caps.

Renee A. Fortier, Director 
UCLA Transportation Services

PT Responds…

I have researched my comments and Ms Fortier is correct,
parking is unbundled at Weyburn Terrace – Mea Culpa. However
if you reread my blog, the purpose was to show that bundling (as
with electricity and rent) is in fact unfair. 

However I do understand that UCLA Weyburn Terrace stu-
dents pay $70 a month for parking, which is far below the debt
service on the money borrowed to finance the spaces – They built
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one parking space for every bed in the
development, as a result many of the
(unbundled) parking spaces remain
empty. Many students who live there
simply don’t have cars.

As for the point system and the
consultant’s report, my question of Ms.
Fornier is “Did your consultant actually
ask about using a variable pricing sys-
tem as discussed in the paper refer-
enced in the blog?”

Although I’m certain Ms. Fornier
believes that there is little or no cheating
at UCLA, however staff and students I
have interviewed on campus say its still
rampant. Auditors simply cannot tell
whether a student lives at the parent’s
home or in an apartment near campus.

As for the voluntary cap on both the
number of parking spaces and the num-
ber of trips, I understand that the City of
Los Angeles requires both of them. I do
congratulate the UCLA Department of
Transportation in their ability to reach
the mandated goals.

Editor.

from Page 22

Letters
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New Buses Hit the Streets

Before you invest time and money in purchasing a new bus,
take a look at Glaval's Concorde II, which is built on the rugged
Ford F-650 airporter-style chassis with a Cummins engine and
2200 Allison transmission. Its full air suspension and 22.5" wheels
provide an unsurpassed ride and driving experience. 

The Concorde II also offers affordability when measured
against other comparable vehicles in the mid-size bus market, with
the looks of a more expensive coach. With sleek, aerodynamic
styling, seating for up to 44 passengers, a cutting-edge front upper
panoramic window for better viewing, and durable "steel-cage"
construction, the Concorde II is brawn and beauty, built for a long
service life at an economical price.
For more information, visit www.glavalbus.com.

Royal Coach Tours, a charter and tour company in San Jose,
CA, has added its first two Dodge Sprinter shuttle buses to its 33-
vehicle fleet. Customized by DaimlerChrysler Commercial Buses
(DCCB), they seat 12 passengers and feature coach-like seating
with a “Euro” entry door and three-point safety belts.

Before adding the Dodge Sprinters, Royal received daily
inquiries to book small groups, but had a fleet of only 40-foot to
45-foot vehicles to meet the need. “We hated to do it, but we had
to refer them to other companies,” said Earl Reed, operations man-
ager of Royal Coach Tours. “It wasn’t efficient for us to charter the
business with the larger vehicles.” 
For more information, visit www.dcbusna.com.
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A Minor Inconv

The Events
The four major events that could trigger a safety and

security plan include terrorism, natural disasters, pandemics
and technology attacks. 

Terrorism
Terrorism could be of any type, whether global in scale –

a weapon of mass destruction, for instance, or a sniper holed
up taking shots at everything in sight. Nothing appears to be
immune to terrorism, as we have seen. High schools, univer-
sity campuses, community centers, post offices, office com-
plexes, subways, airlines, trains – virtually anyplace where
people congregate can be targets.

The perpetrators can be of any type, from a single indi-
vidual working alone to a complex cell of well-trained, com-
mitted zealots whose long-term goals transcend the event at
hand. 

How we react to each terrorist event will be discussed in
the “security plan” section of this report; however, suffice it
to say that the reaction will differ depending on the level and
size of the threat.

Safety and security go beyond simple rules
and drills in a post-9/11 world. Recent
events in the Middle East and the UK, plus
natural disasters and pandemic events
remind us that the safety of our organiza-
tions is an all-encompassing process.

Emergency management is important to all
organizations, whether educational, munici-
pal or private sector. The parking operation
is a large factor in that, but not the only one.
In the coming months, Parking Today – along
with University of Texas Associate Vice
President Robert Harkins – will address the
issues of safety and security and how they
can be managed by your organization.

First, we will discuss the events that will
cause safety and security plans to go into
effect. The second aspect of the discussion
is the Safety and Security Committee and
the different aspects that need to be consid-
ered. The development of a safety and secu-
rity plan will be the third topic we will 
consider. Editor
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venience or a Major Disaster?
Natural Disasters

By definition, this event can be the most devastating as a mat-
ter of scale (a tornado, earthquake, hurricane). With the exception
of an earthquake, notice can be given – sometimes up to days
ahead – and plans can be put into effect. This can greatly mitigate
the potential for loss of life. With earthquakes, there are many pre-
event actions that can help lessen potential loss. 

Geography makes a big difference in planning. For instance,
there’s little need to plan for a hurricane in Idaho, or for a week-
long snowstorm in South Florida.

Pandemic Events
Flu and other pandemics can be rampant where large groups

of people are placed in close quarters. Even in an age of modern
medicine, they can be deadly. Our reliance on science has made us
complacent in this area. We have eradicated polio and smallpox;
shouldn’t the flu be close behind? Unfortunately, it’s not that easy.
New strains, resistant to current remedies, are being discovered all

the time. We rely on government agencies to keep us informed and
to provide the beginnings of programs to help prevent the spread
of disease in our organizations. There is much, however, we can
do on our own.

Technology Attacks
Whether a lone hacker going after his report card or a terrorist

group attempting to destroy all of your organization’s computer
files, technology attacks can be serious. Some hackers see it as a
game. For others, it can be seen only as cyber-terrorism. Can hack-
ers break into your computer system? The answer: yes, someone
can. Your goal is to make it so difficult that it’s not worth the time
or expense. 

The safety and security of your organization in a complex
world are tantamount to keeping your mission on course. Whether
it’s teaching the young, ministering to the sick, serving a meal,
selling a product or parking a car, minimizing the disruption of
your mission is just good practice. 

Good planning and training can make the difference between
a minor inconvenience and a major disaster.

Next month: The Safety and Security Committee – what it
does and how it works.

Robert Harkins, Ed.D., is Associate Vice President Campus Safety and
Security for the University of Texas at Austin. He can be reached at
bharkins@austin.utexas.edu

The Three Aspects of
Safety and Security: 
The Events

• Terrorism 

• Natural Disasters – Severe Weather, Earth-
quake, Wildfire, Tornado, Ice and Snowstorms 

• Pandemics (Trigger Points, Responsibilities)

• Technology attacks (Data Security)

The Safety and Security Committee
• Safety and Security

• Power Outages

• Hackers

• Pedestrian Safety

• Building Evacuation 

• Warning, Specific Tasks, Mass Sheltering of
Evacuees

• Alarms

• Trigger Points, Responsibilities

• Emergency Lighting 

• Security Awareness 

The Emergency Management Plan
• Phases of Emergency Management (Mitiga-

tion / Preparedness / Response / Recovery)

• Levels of Response 

• State of Readiness Conditions (Normal,
Increased, High, Maximum)

• Types of Events / Incidents

• Situations and Assumptions (Probability of
Occurrence and Impact on Health & Safety /
Property & Environment)

• Command and Control (Organization / 
Facilities / ICS)

• Organizational Assignment of Responsibilities

• State / Local / Federal Assistance

• Communications (Types / Matrix)

• Administration and Support

Good planning and training
can make the difference

PT



The Car Park
Acquires Central
Locations in
Roanoke, VA

The Car Park, an Idaho-based parking-lot
management company, has acquired 27 loca-
tions in Roanoke, VA, from Allright/Central
Parking Corp. Terms were not disclosed. The
Car Park’s investment partner in this transaction
is Radiant Partners LLC, a New York City-
based real estate investment firm.

The Car Park, led by Jeff Wolfe, a former
Central Parking senior vice president,  plans to
make improvements to the lots, providing sta-
ble management and reliable parking.

“We like smaller markets and see a lot of
potential in Roanoke,” said Wolfe, president of
The Car Park. “We intend to serve the Star City
with efficient and affordable parking options
and outstanding service.” 

The company’s local operation, The Car
Park of Virginia Inc., is led by Tim Milliron, a
former Allright general manager, with 24 years
of experience in parking management.
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Portland’s Station Place
Garage Earns National
Award

Station Place Garage in Portland, OR, has earned national recognition in
the 2006 Innovative Design in Engineering and Architecture with Structural
Steel awards program (IDEAS2). Conducted annually by the American Insti-
tute of Steel Construction, the awards recognize outstanding achievements in
engineering and architecture on structural steel projects around the country.

The Station Place Garage won recognition in the Projects Less Than $15
Million category. Located at the west end of the Broadway Bridge in Port-
land’s Pearl District, the parking structure is an integral part of a mixed-use,
residential/retail development. It highlights the design and structural advan-
tages of using steel on parking garage projects, while helping serve as a gate-
way to one of the city’s most vibrant neighborhoods. 

Robert Leeb and Associates was the architect and engineer on the proj-
ect. Each year, the IDEAS2 awards honor national and merit award winners
in three categories, based on constructed value: Projects Less Than $15 Mil-
lion; Projects $15-$75 Million; and Projects $75 Million or Greater. Each is
judged on its use of structural steel, with an emphasis on creative solutions
to project requirements; design innovation; aesthetic and visual impact of
the project; innovative use of architecturally exposed structural steel; techni-
cal or architectural advances in the use of steel; and the use of innovative
design and construction methods.

The 11 IDEAS2 winners for 2006 were chosen from more than 70 sub-
missions received by architectural and engineering firms throughout the U.S. 


